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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

This chapter contains of some sections such as: background of the study, 

statement of problem, purpose of study, significance of study, scope and 

limitation, and definition of key term. Each section is presented as follows. 

 

1.1. Background of study 

Language is a means of communication. People can imagine how difficult 

life without language. ‘Language is a system of arbitrary conventionalized vocal, 

written, or gestural symbols that enable members of a given community to 

communicate intelligibly with one another’ (Brown, 2000: 5). People use 

language to communicate with others no matter it uses words, spoken, writen, or 

combine of them. By language, people not only get information, but also use it to 

express feeling. Sometimes, when people describe a person as a good 

communicator, they are likely thingking of the way he/she speaks and feels their 

expression. From the definition above there is relationship between language and 

society.  

Each of society has an identity (or, perhaps more accurately, a set of 

identities). That identity has been constructed from interaction with others and it 

is the sense of self each of us has achieved, the result of people’s socialization, 

i.e., our experiences with the outside world as people have dealt with that world in 

all its complexity. Consequently, any of many factors might have affected it: race, 
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ethnicity, gender, religion, occupation, physical location, social class, kinship, 

leisure activities, etc (Wardaugh, 2006: 6). 

Then, those factors may influence the existence of codes in society. 

Wardaugh (2006) states that the term ‘code’ refers to any kind of system that two 

or more people employ for communication. So, in using a language in a wide 

variety of community, human tend to choose certain codes when they speak. 

Diglossia is one of code choice in communication. 

Ferguson (in Sinulingga, 2009) states that the term ‘diglossia’ was firstly 

introduced into English from French by Ferguson. Ferguson used the technical 

terms of diglossia to figure out the condition of a society where containing two 

varieties from one language which consist in side and each of them has the 

specific play in role.  

Meyerhoff (2006) defines diglossia as a language situation used in a 

speech community which consists of two varieties, One for High (H) functions 

(e.g., church, newspapers) and one for Low (L) functions.   

As Meyerhoff defined above, there are two variations from one language 

in diglossia. The variations are H (High) and L (low). The ‘ High ‘ variety (High = 

H) and the ‘ Low ’ variety (Low = L). The H variety is prestigious, powerful 

variety; the L variety lacks prestige and power. Formal domains such as public 

speaking, speech, religious, text and practice, education, meeting,and other 

prestigious kind of usage are dominated by the H variety; the L variety is used for 

informal conversation, jokes, street, and market, the telephone, and other domains 

not reserved for H variety.  
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The usage of High and Low variety is also found in written language such 

as novel. Novel is included as literature which serves entertainment and lesson. 

Therefore, novel is interesting to be the concern of this study. As Connolly (in 

Koesnosoebroto, 1988) states, the reason for reading literature is because of 

hunger of information, or amusement, or solace, because of an appetite for truth 

that seem to grow by what it feeds on. Thus, it can be concluded that literature can 

expand people’s imagination and it does not only give the reader enjoyment but 

also give understanding of life.  

Helen Keller novel becomes the object of this study. This novel was 

written by George Sullivan in 2000. The novel was written based on the book 

“The Story of My Life” in 1903. The book “The Story of My Life” was Helen 

Keller’s writing which told the real story of her self. Klarer (2004: 68) states, the 

literature in the period of World War I to World War II is categorized into 

modernism period, which uses narrative techniques such as stream-of 

consciousness, or structural forms. The language used in the book “The Story of 

My Life” was simple language because it told her life story. Only few excerpts 

which were found using figurative language, in this case, metaphor. The novel 

was also containing the biography told using excerpts from Helen Keller’s 

writings. Helen Keller was a blind and deaf girl who finally became a writer, 

speaker, and traveller. Considering blind and deaf, it made the writer interested 

and curious in analyzing the digglosias used by Helen in this novel.  

Related to this study, Kusuma (2010) conducted a study entitled “An 

Analysis of Diglossia Used by Main Characters in The King’s speech film. She 
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focused on the kinds of diglossia used by main characters in The King’s Speech 

film, and to describe the meaning of diglossia used by main characters in The 

King’s Speech film. The results of this study showed that diglossia used by main 

characters in The King’s Speech film contained H (high) and L (low) variety. H 

(high) variety in this film was not only used in formal situation, it was also used in 

conversation. While L (low) variety was used in common conversation only. The 

meaning of the diglossia in H (high) variety showed to make the language 

prestigious and more respected, showed to respect the listener, and showed to 

make the beauty of language as the heritage literature. Meanwhile, the meaning of 

the diglossia in L (low) variety which were used by the main characters in 

common conversation showed to make close and informal situation between the 

speaker and the listener. 

The previous study above analyzed the kinds and the meaning of diglossia; 

also in what scene those phenomena of diglossia are used by the main characters 

in formal and informal  language which are called an diglossia are High (H) and 

Low (L) variety used by main characters in “The King’s Speech” film. Therefore, 

it is different from this study because this study will analyse diglossia and its 

function in the written text, that is novel. 

Based on the explanation above, it is interesting to conduct the study 

entitles A Study on Diglossia Used by Helen Keller as the Main Character in 

George Sullivan’s Novel “Helen Keller”. 
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1.2. Statement of the Problem 

1. What diglossias are used by Helen Keller as the main character in George 

Sullivan’s novel Helen Keller? 

2. What are the functions of diglossia used by Helen Keller as the main 

character in George Sullivan’s novel Helen Keller? 

 

1.3. Purpose of the Study 

1. To investigate the kinds of diglossias used by Helen Keller as the main 

character in George Sullivan’s novel Helen Keller. 

2. To identify the functions of diglossias used by Helen Keller as the main 

character in George Sullivan’s novel Helen Keller. 

 

1.4. Significance of Study 

Theoritically, this study will be useful for the future diglossia researchers. 

This study can be used as a reference and gives description about diglossia.  

Practically, this study gives examples of diglossia, which can be seen in 

the utterances uttered by the main character of Helen Keller novel to the readers in 

order to make them easy to understand the situation of language with their 

community and gives the contribution to the teachers and students about diglossia 

in the practice, not only in the theory.  
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1.5. Scope and Limitation 

 The scope of the study is diglossias and their functions. The limitation of 

the study is only the diglossia used by Helen Keller as the main character in Helen 

Keller novel.  

 

1.6. Definition of Key Terms 

The following definitions of the key terms are intended to avoid ambiguty 

or misinterpretation. These terms are : 

1. Diglossia is a language situation used in a speech community, which is 

classified into two varieties, namely: one for High (H) functions (e.g., used 

in church, newspapers) and one for Low (L) functions (e.g., used at home, 

market) (Meyerhoff, 2006). 

2. Main character is the most important character in a story, but he cannot 

stand on his own and needs other characters to make the story more 

convincing and lifelike (Koesnosoebroto, 1988). 

3. Helen Keller is the novel based on the true story of Helen Keller, a blind 

and deaf girl, written by George Sullivan.  

4. Novel is works which is long with detail presenting all the complicated 

facts that make the reader comes to recognize the complex reality of a 

character or event in the story (Peck and Coyle, 1986) 

 


